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Full Disclosure monitoring is
the ability to measure all
aspects of power quality, on
every voltage cycle, and record
them in appropriate detail over
the duration of a power study.
It delivers clear visibility into
all characteristics of a power
system that affect critical loads
and gives high confidence
regarding the relative health of
your power system.
A simple setup process
makes it unlikely you will miss
events or critical measurements. Complicated setup
procedures are a consistent
source of monitoring frustration; if you configure a power
monitor for the wrong measurements, set thresholds or
sampling rates incorrectly, the
monitor will record no useful
information. You end up having
to repeat the power survey or,
worse yet, miss a rare intermittent event. In either case,
complex configuration can lead
to wasted time and money.
With many monitors, more
frustration follows after you’ve
collected the data as you are
then faced with the challenge
of sorting through data, trying
to interpret the information.
When investigating a serious
power problem, searching
through piles of data does not
help get the power system up
and running again.

This application note
explains the technology of Full
Disclosure monitoring - how it
gives clear visibility into a
power system, and how it
overcomes common shortcomings of monitoring instruments.
With this technology:
• The need for setting thresholds, ranges and sampling
rates is eliminated.
• The power monitor measures
and processes every cycle.
• You can analyze both slowlychanging trends and
high-speed events captured
by one power monitor during
a single monitoring session
• Changes in critical parameters are recorded and may be
plotted on power tolerance
curves.
• You can generate comprehensive written reports
automatically.

Measurements
and event capture
Full Disclosure monitoring
requires an instrument that can
perform significant signal processing on multiple input
channels, and be able to monitor and store events that last
both hours and microseconds.

Many measurements and
evaluations should be performed in order to judge power
quality. To achieve Full Disclosure, all of these measurements
must be processed simultaneously and in real time. Critical
parameters and events include:
• RMS voltage and current
• Power and power consumption: Watts, VA, VAR, Power
Factor, Displacement Power
Factor, Demand and KWH
• Voltage sags, swells and outages
• Voltage transients
• Voltage imbalance
• Flicker (periodic voltage fluctuations which cause
annoying modulation in
lighting)
• Ground current
• Harmonic distortion

Cycle-by-cycle
measurements
Root mean square measurements are the basis for
determining power levels and
capturing events of one cycle
or more. Voltage, current and
real power are usually measured as rms values and from
these VA, VAR, PF and DPF can
be calculated. Capture of sags,
swells and outages are based
upon rms values.
Some power monitors use
analog RMS measurement
techniques and average the
RMS measurement over several
cycles. In this case, cycleto-cycle variations get lost.
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A better approach is to look at
every cycle. Full disclosure
monitors use digital signal processing to measure RMS and
harmonic distortion (THD) on
every cycle, on all voltage and
current channels. Measurements
such as Watts, VA, VAR, and PF
are derived for every cycle and
processed in real time.
The accuracy of power consumption and harmonics
measurements depends not
only on sampling rates, but
also on processing throughput.
Some monitors may sample for
a limited period and suspend
monitoring while they perform
the power and harmonics calculations. Full disclosure
monitors employing digital signal processors have the
computational power to measure every cycle, without “blind
spots”.

Capturing Sub-cycle
Events
The intermittent nature of voltage events like sags, swells,
outages and transients make
them difficult to capture. To
achieve Full Disclosure is to
be able to analyze both the
5-minute outage and the
200-microsecond transient
using the same instrument,
during the same monitoring
session. You should also be
able to track the associated
current events, to get a sense
for the source of the disturbance.
The ability of any digital
recorder to capture and display
transients depends on sampling rates and the design of
the sampling system. Monitors
equipped with peak detect
circuitry can capture amplitude
and phase of transients, but
cannot display the shape of the
transient. Monitors with highspeed sampling systems can
both capture transients and
display their waveforms, similar
to a digital oscilloscope.

For example, a sampling rate
of 8 kHz permits capture of
transients and impulses down
to 130 microseconds duration.
This is adequate for capturing
power factor capacitor switching transients, but is not fast
enough for recording high
speed impulses that occur
inside facilities due to loads
such as motors and machines
turning on and off. To reveal
the impulse waveform (Figure
2) requires high-speed analogto-digital sampling techniques
at rates of 1 MHz or more.
Standard practice is to perform power surveys over one
business cycle. For most sites
this means monitoring for a
week to see the effects of shift
changes, maintenance procedures and other weekly
occurrences that affect power
usage. Every day 5,184,000
cycles of voltage and the same
number of current cycles occur
on every phase. Clearly, Full
Disclosure requires that highspeed sampling must be
combined with creative memory management to provide
microsecond detail, singlecycle visibility, and daily trends
to provide on-going power
quality tracking.

No limits, no thresholds
At the outset of a power survey, you may not know what to
expect, making it difficult to
anticipate problems and set up
a monitor. For example, to
ensure a robot on a production
line does not malfunction due
to a voltage event, a monitor
must be set up to record
events. How do you establish
the correct limits, and for what
types of events?
The amount, as well as the
detail, of power quality information is dependent on the
setting of limits or thresholds.
Older technology monitors
require users to program

Figure 1. Peak detect impulse capture.

Figure 2. High speed, 2 MHz sampling impulse capture.

thresholds and restrict the
information captured by the
instrument. Setting threshold
limits is a major source of frustration. If they are set too low,
the instrument collects too
much data and runs out of
memory or paper. If they are
set too high, the monitor may
not record any significant
events. Then there is always
the nagging fear that there
may be important information
just below the thresholds.
Full disclosure monitoring
eliminates the threshold problem by taking advantage of
large memory capacity to capture all events above low,
adaptive thresholds. This allows
the instrument to record all
changes in critical parameters.
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Adaptive thresholds and
event capture

Figure 3. Sampling system architecture

An Architecture that Delivers Breadth and Depth
The diagram in Figure 3 shows the architecture of a full disclosure monitor that uses an on board digital signal processor, an
internal hard disk drive, and an embedded microprocessor, a
floating-point coprocessor and 4 MB of RAM. The 8 KHz sample
and hold circuit and 14- bit analog to digital converter takes a
one cycle “snapshot” on four voltage and five current channels
and provides 128 samples per cycle.
A digital signal processor performs a Fourier Transform on
the sampled waveform data to the 63rd harmonic in 100
microseconds. This process is repeated on every cycle. From
the harmonics information all other parameters such as RMS,
Watts, VA, VAR, PF, THD, etc. are also calculated on every cycle.
These parameters are logged to provide long-term summary
graphs with one cycle resolution; the cycle by cycle data is
summarized to show the maximum and minimum values
recorded on a single cycle, as well as average values.
A parallel signal path leads high-frequency events toward a
2 Msample/sec analog-to-digital converter. Digitized transient
data is stored in a cache memory and time-correlated with
RMS and other cycle-by-cycle measurements

In order to determine what gets
stored, the instrument must
determine what constitutes an
“event”. Low, sensitive thresholds would be ideal and would
insure that every event is captured. However, the desire to
capture every small change
must be balanced against a
finite memory size. This is a
severe problem with some
monitors that will completely
fill memory within seconds and
cease monitoring if thresholds
are incorrect.
The solution is “adaptive
thresholds.” In a full disclosure
monitor, thresholds start at
very low values. If the rate of
incoming events will cause the
memory to overflow before the
monitoring period is over, software internal to the monitor
raises the thresholds in 0.125
volt increments on successive
cycles to regulate the rate of
capture. If event activity slows
down, the thresholds begin to
lower in 0.125 volt increments;
the threshold levels are constantly readjusting to match the
event activity and rate of capture to memory capacity.
Adaptive thresholds manage
the instrument memory without
the operator needing to be
present. They prevent the
monitor from coming to a halt
in noisy, high activity situations,
and ensure that the recorder
completes its monitoring cycle.
Using adaptive thresholds, the
monitor captures the worstcase, most severe events, but
provides a continuous cycle by
cycle record of RMS voltage
and current history, plus power
consumption for the entire
monitoring period.
Event capture operates by
recording RMS on a cycle-bycycle basis and simultaneous
high-speed sampling. If the
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RMS voltage changes by 2.4
volts RMS on two successive
cycles, the monitor records
both the AC waveform and
RMS values until the voltage
stabilizes for two successive
cycles. Full Disclosure technology provides you with
waveform detail at the most
critical times, namely during
changes in the power system.
Concurrently, the monitor
maintains a record of RMS min,
max, and average and plots the
trend so that even a singlecycle sag or swell is captured.
Any high-frequency activity is
recorded as a transient event.
Figure 4 shows a voltage sag
of 107 volts RMS. Before the
sag, the voltage is at 120 volts
RMS. The beginning of the first
transition event is marked
when the RMS changes by 2.4
volts and ends when the RMS
voltage reaches 107 volts and
ceases to change. The second
transition from 107 to 120 volts
is recorded the same way. The
steady state event between the
two transitions has a magnitude and a duration that can be
plotted as a point against a tolerance curve.

Plotting events against
power tolerance curves
Power tolerance curves provide
an indication of the likelihood
that an event will cause an
equipment failure. The vertical
axis represents the magnitude
of the event and the horizontal
axis the duration of the event.
The longer the duration of the
event, and the more extreme it
is, the more likely it is to cause
a problem. There are various
curves which are used depending upon equipment sensitivity
and monitoring point. The
ANSI curve, defines the maximum excursions of voltage
with respect to time that
can be expected at the service

entrance from a utility. The
CBEMA curve (Figure 5) and the
newer ITIC curve describe the
sensitivity of electronic equipment.
Power tolerance curves focus
your attention on the worstcase events. When you click
on an event on the power
tolerance curve, the analysis
software links the RMS and
AC waveform information to
provide a plot of the steady
state event along with the two
transition events. The transition
events can be expanded for
further detail.
Instruments that require fixed
thresholds effectively eliminate
areas of a power tolerance
curve. Obviously, events that
almost exceed the threshold
are ignored, so you will miss
symptoms that may indicate
problems but fall below the
threshold. It is difficult to represent equipment susceptibility
as a simple limit, even if you
have detailed knowledge of the
equipment. Not only do manual
thresholds affect whether you
capture and event, they also
affect the recorded duration of
the event.
Capturing all the events in
your system allows you to
superimpose a power tolerance
curve after the power survey
data has been collected. You
can even superimpose your
own customized curve. Curve
editing and full disclosure capture allow you to quickly and
easily check that power delivery systems are well within
your required tolerances.

Automatic reports
The comprehensive nature of
Full Disclosure technology
lends itself to easy, thorough
reporting. An automatic report
writer sorts through the entire
volume of survey data and
builds a complete report in

Figure 4. Steady state and transition events.

Figure 5. Events plotted against CBEMA curve.

Microsoft Word® with text and
graphs in a few minutes. The
report writer is organized into
chapters that can be selected
to create as broad or as focused
a report as the user desires.
An automatic report writer
increases productivity and
helps make sense of large
volumes of data.
The user may also program
limits in the report writer to
report on only those events
outside the limits. Full disclosure monitoring allows the
limits to be set “after the fact”
to operate on the captured
data, and gives the user the
option of compiling another
report with a new set of limits.
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Conclusion
There are two major constraints with manually
programmed monitors with
respect to event capture. First,
there is a practical limit to the
number of events that can be
captured due to memory size.
The second, and more serious
limitation, is the operational
limit the user imposes by setting limits and thresholds,
restricting not only the number
of events captured, but also
restricting how the events are
captured and ultimately presented.
Full disclosure monitoring
has created a new paradigm in
power monitoring technology
by capturing all the information
and recording all events above

low thresholds, and allowing
you to more efficiently and
effectively monitor and control
power quality.
Full Disclosure monitoring is
an integral part of these Fluke
and RPM products:
• Fluke Power Recorder –
Three phase portable power
analyzer
• RPM MultiPoint – Installed
power analyzer
• RPM InSite – Installed power
monitor
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